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Don’t reinvent the wheel 
!  Use optimized libraries : just load the modules 

!  Libsci : for optimized BLAS/ LAPACK/ ScaLAPACK on Cray 
!  MKL 
!  PETSc : tuned and optimized by Cray 
!  Trilinos 
!  TPSL ( Hypre, MUMPS …) 
!  FFTW 
!  HDF5/ NetCDF  

!  When linking a code against more than one library you can have the linker print 
which library a given routine is from using the -Wl,-y option.  For example: 
cc –o exe d.c -Wl,-ydgemm_ 
pgccSTvgejljebQS.o: reference to dgemm_ 
/opt/xt-libsci/11.0.01/pgi/109/mc12/liblibsci_pgi_mp.a (dgemm.o): 
definition of dgemm_ 



Hyperthreading 
!  Haswell has 2 threads per core. 

!  On CrayXC40, hyperthreading is enabled by default 

!  It may improve or degrade the performance of your application 
!  Try it, if it does not help, turn it off  

!  Rule of thumb : 

!  Two threads per core often better  
!   if throughput is more important OR...  
!   If performance per node is more important OR...  
!  if you code scales extremely well   

!  One thread per core often better  
!  Single job performance matters more  
!  Per core performance matters most (code does not scale well) 



Forget what you use to do on BG/P or other clusters  

!  On Shaheen II, to compile use only for serial and parallel : 
!  ftn : for Fortran 
!  cc: for C codes 
!  CC: for C++ codes 

!  No mpiexec, mpirun: 
!  srun  

!  Use the three different compilers, CCE, Intel and GNU. 
!  Just swap PrgEnv-|cray|intel|gnu 



Don’t be scared of the module list  



Lustre 

!  I/O optimization Lustre stripe counts & sizes, see ”man lfs” 

!  Rule of thumb:  
!  # files > # OSTs => Set stripe_count=1 You will reduce the lustre 

contention and OST file locking this way and gain performance 
!  #files==1 => Set stripe_count=#OSTs Assuming you have more 

than 1 I/O client  
!  #files<#OSTs => Select stripe_count so that you use all OSTs 



Software/library 

!  Cray software are located  /opt 
!  Vendor optimized libraries 
!  Installs new releases every month 

!  KSL maintains in /sw/xc40 
!   3rd party software ( mostly applications, post-pre processing and 

libraries not provided) 

!  Use module load to use them before installing in your home 
directory if available.  



Upcoming events 
Sunday June 7th to Tuesday 9th, 2015 : Introduction to the new Shaheen II Cray XC40 

Introduction to the new Shaheen II Cray XC40 supercomputer, covering the programming 
environment, porting applications, profiling, and debugging, along with live demos and series 
of hands-on sessions will give attendees the opportunity to practice with their own applications. 

Wednesday June 10th 2015: Efficient Parallel IO 

Targeting users requiring parallel I/O at scale. Topics on  Lustre parallel filesystem, along with 
I/O strategies with an overview of MPI-IO, NetCDF, HDF5 and ADIOS. Most of the topics 
discussed can be applied not only on a Cray XC40 system but also on any computer platform. 

Thursday June 11th 2015 :Port and optimize your own code on the Cray XC40 

This fifth day is dedicated to efficiently porting and optimizing your code on the XC40. 
Registrants are encouraged to bring their own code, while Cray and KSL computational 
scientists will help them use the new HPC system efficiently. 

Registration : http://tiny.cc/ShaheenII_Workshop_June15 



Tips  

!  Read the weekly annoucements : 
!  Every week: Tip of the week 
!  Old archives on: https://www.hpc.kaust.edu.sa/tip/ 

!  Follow us on Twitter: twitter.com/KAUST_HPC  
!  HPC events at KAUST 



Thank You ! 
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